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Novice 
TC 27 (186515→NNW) to TC 28 (20955140)    AR 

Expert 
TC 27 (186515→NNW) to  TC 28                  AR 

Explanation 
Doodles for both classes to start Leg 4, with a route which clearly uses a number of bridges. 
 

Novices get the bridges separated out (showing that two of them are used more than once – 
dual carriageway?) and with a few other map features to pass through.  Initially it is a case of 
following the route line and finding the bridges.  The first one is the bridge over the river, not 
easy to spot because it is just before (and partly hidden by) the second one over the dual 
carriageway.  After passing under bridge 2 (on the dual carriageway) the loop to get round and 
over bridge 2 again goes via the “o” (in “Gallows Burn”).  After crossing bridge 2 you have to 
find a route to pass under it again via a third bridge, so TL on to the first white and then TL 
again at the red road to pass under bridge 2, and then back over bridge 1. 
 

From there you leave the dual carriageway on to the white road to pass through the B of the  

“B2” road number, a church, SH’s 89 and 106 and 
an ETL to TC28.  But you also have to spot that, 
immediately before SH89, there is a church on the 
road which cannot be avoided, so (as there is only 
one church in the instruction) the one just north of 
GL53 must be avoided by the yellow loop to the 
east. 
 

The Experts have just one bridge symbol so your 
route doodle is a bit more of a challenge to follow, 
but the information and route construction logic is 
nearly the same as for the Novices.  The spot 
heights are not numbered, and the TC28 MR is not 
given, but the SH (x2) and ETL combination should 
narrow your route options towards the TC.  The ETL 
and SH’s 97 and 91 combination further north are 
tempting, but not possible to pick up after a church 
(without a spire or tower, and touching the route) 
after the “B” without also catching SH 77. 
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